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Abstract

Recently, wireless sensor networks have been widely discussed in many applica-

tions. In this paper, we propose a novel 3D emergency service that aims toguide people

to safe places when emergencies happen. At normal time, the network is responsible

for monitoring the environment. When emergency events are detected, the network

can adaptively modify its topology to ensure transportation reliability, quickly identify

hazardous regions that should be avoided, and find safe navigation paths that can lead

people to exits. In particular, the structures of 3D buildings are taken into account in

our design. Simulation results shows that our protocols can adapt emergencies quickly

at low message cost and can find safer paths to exits than existing results.
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Figure 1: System architecture of our indoor 3D sensor network

1 Introduction

The recent progress of wireless communication and embeddedmicro-sensing MEMS tech-

nologies has made wireless sensor networks (WSN) more attractive. A lot of research works

have been dedicated to WSN, including energy-efficient MAC protocols [12, 27], routing

and transport protocols [9, 13], self-organizing schemes [18, 24], sensor deployment and

coverage issues [14, 21], and localization schemes [5, 10, 22]. In the application side, habi-

tat monitoring is explored in [2], the FireBug project aims tomonitor wildfires [1], mo-

bile object tracking is addressed in [6, 20, 25], and navigation applications are explored in

[7, 11, 17, 19, 23].

In this paper, we consider using a wireless sensor network ina 3D indoor environment

for emergency guiding and monitoring. In such applications, quick response is more critical

than other factors such as energy consumption. The system architecture under consideration

is shown in Fig. 1. Sensor nodes are deployed floor by floor and are connected together by
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those at stairs. These sensors form a multi-hop ad hoc network. One node serves as the

sinkof the network, and it is connected to thecontrol host, which can issue commands and

config the network. To support guiding services, sensors areclassified asnormal sensors, exit

sensors, andstair sensors. We will discuss how to design emergency guiding and monitoring

services. The former addresses how to find escape paths leading to exits, in the event of

emergencies, while the later addresses how to quickly report the status in the sensing field to

the outside world.

Our approach relies on finding spanning trees rooted at the sink (to report data) and

at exits (to guide people in the field). In particular, we willdistinguish routing paths (for

packets) from escape paths (for human). In this system, emergency events trigger the guiding

service. Our protocol is distributed, and allows multiple emergency events and multiple exits

coexisting in the sensing field. A concept calledhazardous region, which people should

avoid, is introduced. We adopt thepartial link reversalin TORA in our design to handle the

situation when a node loses all its outgoing paths. However,we have different design goal

from TORA. First, TORA looks for shorter and multi-path routes, while our guiding service

looks for safer, but not necessarily shorter, escape paths.Second, we treat users located at

hazardous and non-hazardous regions differently. Third, our guiding service is similar to all-

to-any routing, and emergencies will disturb the discoveryof safe paths. Last, we consider

3D indoor environments, and the roles of sensors require special concern. Moreover, we

propose a distributed tree reconstruction protocol that can quickly rebuild the reporting tree

at low communication cost when emergency. Our design emphasizes on local recovery and

stability. We will address how to conquer the unstable radiolink problem that is frequently

seen in short-distance wireless systems, such as Zigbee [4].

Guiding applications are addressed in [7, 11, 17, 23, 26], but their goals are different from

ours. References [19, 26] are most related to our work. References [16, 8] also discuss data

reporting in WSN, but it takes longer time to deal with temporary cycles for path recovery.

More details are in Section 2. Our emergency guiding and monitoring schemes are presented

in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Section 5 presentssome performance evaluation
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results. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Works

This section reviews existing navigation and path reconstruction algorithms. For navigation

proposes, [7] shows how to guide a robot to a goal using sensors as signposts. Each sensor

determines the direction to which the robot should move by computing a probability value

for each neighbor. A higher probability means a shorter distance to the target. Reference

[19] has the same goal as our work. It is assumed that there aremultiple emergency points

(calledobstacles) and one exit in the environment. The goal is to find a navigation path from

each sensor to the exit without passing any obstacle. The concept ofartificial potential is

used. The exit will generate anattractive potential, which pulls sensors to the exit, and each

obstacle will generate arepulsive potential, which pushes sensors away from it. Each sensor

will calculate its potential value and tries to find a navigation path with the least total potential

value. This result is also applied to robot navigation and distributed search and rescue in

[11, 17, 23]. Although the algorithm in [19] is shown to be able to find a shorter and safer

path from each sensor to the exit, it has the following drawbacks. First, it may incur high

message overheads. Since the construction is rippled from the exit to other sensors, a minor

change of potential nearby the exit may cause many sensors torecompute their potentials,

thus causing a lot of message exchanges and even delays in making the navigation decision.

Second, the algorithm has no concept of hazardous regions. With shortest-path routing,

this algorithm may determine a path that is very close to the emergency location. Consider

Fig. 2(a), where there are two exits, A and B. When an emergency is detected in C, according

to [19], some users may be directed to B, which is undesirable because they will pass the

hazardous region. Guiding users as in Fig. 2(b) will be more desirable because only users

inside the hazardous region are directed to exit B. These drawbacks are conquered in [26]

by using the concept of ”altitude”. However, both [19, 26] deal with only 2D sensing fields.

The goal of this work is to consider 3D sensing fields, especially those inside a building, and
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Figure 2: Some guidance scenarios when the hazardous regionis defined as two hops from

the emergency site.

address the emergency guiding applications in such environments.

The directed diffusion [16] is a data-centric mechanism forcollecting interested data to

sinks. A sink can disseminate throughout the network its interest in some events. This sets

up gradientsof sensors to draw events to itself. Events may flow toward thesink along

multiple gradient paths. The sink reinforces part of these paths to obtain more stable ones.

The reinforcement scheme is also used to repair failed paths. However, the reinforcement

may cause upstream nodes of failure links to participate in recovery, which results in high

communication overheads and long convergence latency. PEQ[8] adopts a publish/subscribe

mechanism and has three main parts: 1) tree construction, 2)subscription propagation, and

3) event delivery. Sensors choose the shortest and most energy-efficient routes to report data.

A sensor uses ACKs (in response to data packets) to determine if its upstream link is broken.

It then immediately broadcasts a SEARCH packet to its neighbors. Sensors that receive the

SEARCH will reply with their hop counts to the sink. The SEARCH sender will choose

the neighbor with the least hop count as its new parent. Apparently, this may cause cycles

in some cases. Our reporting scheme, which emphasizes on quick response, can effectively

reduce temporary cycles.
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3 Emergency Guiding Scheme

3.1 System Model

We are given a set of sensors deployed in a building. Sensors’roles are designated at the

deployment stage. Sensors located at the exits of the building are calledexit sensors, and

those located at stairs are calledstair sensors. Otherwise, they are callednormal sensors.

One sensor is designated as thesink, which is connected to the control host.

From the network, we will construct acommunication graphGc = (V,Ec) and aguid-

ance graphGg = (V,Eg), whereV is the set of sensors. Each edge(u, v) ∈ Ec represents a

communication link betweenu andv ∈ V , while each edge(u, v) ∈ Eg represents a walking

path betweenu andv. Note that a walking path is a physical route that human can pass. So

Eg has to be constructed manually based on the floor plane of the building. Fig. 3 shows this

concept.

3.2 Guidance Initialization

The purpose of guidance initialization is to find escape paths leading to exits at normal times

on the graphGg. Guidance is not purely based on shortest-path routing. Instead, it gives

higher precedence to stair sensors. We give three definitions here. On each non-ground

floor, a sensor is called afloor gatewayof that floor if it is a stair sensor and is connected to

a downstairs sensor; on the ground floor, a sensor is afloor gatewayif it is an exit sensor.

Stairs are normally extended along several floors. For such continuous stairs, the stair sensor
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closest to the ground level is designated as thestair gatewayand the stair connecting to roof

is designated as theroof gateway. For example, in Fig. 1, typeA, B, C, andD sensors

arefloor gateways, stair gateways, floor/stair gateways,andfloor/roof gatewaysrespectively.

The configuration of sensors’ status is done manually through the control host.

After planningGg, we will compute for each sensorx a weightwx = (lx, altx), where

level lx is the number of floors thatx is from the ground level and altitudealtx is the hop

distance fromx to the nearest floor gateway on the same floor. Guidance initialization starts

by issuingINIT packets with weight(0, 0) from exit sensors. When a sensorx receives

an INIT packet with a smaller weightw = (l, alt) than its current weight,x executes the

following steps:

1. If x is a stair sensor:

(a) If the sender is a stair sensor or exit sensor:

i. If x is a floor gateway,x records its weight as(l + 1, 0).

ii. Otherwise,x records its weight as(l + 1, alt + 1).

(b) If the sender is a normal sensor:

i. If x is a floor gateway,x records its weight as(l, 0).

ii. Otherwise,x records its weight as(l, alt + 1).

2. Otherwise,x records its weight as(l, alt + 1).

3. Thenx rebroadcasts theINIT packet with its ID and weight.

For example, Fig. 1 shows the initialization result of the given deployment. After the

guidance initialization, each sensor will keep a guidance neighbor table, in which each entry

records a neighbor’sID, role, weight, and location. One special rule is that for eachroof

gateway, we will connect it an virtual sensor as its neighbor with weight (lemg, −(lIy + 1))

if the gateway has a stair leading to the roof. The weight of virtual sensor is static and the

details will be discussed later.
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3.3 Emergency Guiding Protocol

In the following, we present our distributed emergency guiding protocol. Our goal is to guide

people in a building to escape safely when emergency happens. When a sensor detects an

emergency event, this sensor and the sensors surrounding itwill form a hazardous region

by raising their weights. Sensors will locally choose theirguiding directions according to

their roles. However, when a sensor has a local minimum weight, partial link reversalis

used to solve this problem. Our design focuses on quick convergence and can avoid guiding

people through hazardous regions. After leading people to stairs, floor gateways will direct

people to go downstairs if there is no hazards downstairs. Otherwise, floor gateways will

force people to go to other stairs. If there is no suitable ways to go downstairs, our protocol

will guide people to the rooftop to wait for help. Below, we first introduce some notations:

• D: a constant such that a sensor is considered within ahazardous regionif its hop

count to any emergency location inGg is less than or equal to this value.

• wemg: the weight (lemg, altemg) to be assigned to a sensor that detects an emergency

event, wherelemg andaltemg are large constants.

• wI
i : the weight (lIi , altIi ) of sensori after the guidance initialization.

• ei,j: the hop count from an emergency sensori to a sensorj in Gg.

• EMG packet: the emergency notification packet, which has five fields: (1) event se-

quence number, (2) ID of the sensor which finds the emergency event, (3) sender’s ID,

(4) weight of the sender, and (5) hop count from the sender to the emergency sensor.

Intuitively, thealtitude reflects the dangerous degree of the corresponding sensor, while the

levelof a weight is to determine whether the corresponding stairsare proper escaping paths.

A stair sensor with levellemg means that the sensor is very close to the emergency, so an

upstair sensor which finds its downstair sensor with a levellemg will avoid guiding people

to the later. However, if the upstair sensor can not find a proper escaping path, it will set
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its level tolemg + 1. A stair sensor that detects its upstair sensor’s level to belemg + 1 will

change its guiding direction to downstairs.

Suppose that a sensorx detects an emergency. It will set its weight towemg and immedi-

ately broadcast anEMG(seq, x, x, wemg, 0)packet. The packet will be flooded in the network

Gg for sensors to re-compute their guiding directions. When a sensory in Gg receives from

a sensorz anEMG(seq, x, z, wz, h) packet originated fromx, y first updatesz’s weight as

wz in its neighbor table. Theny performs the following steps.

1. y judges if this is a new emergency by checking the tuple (seq, x), and updatesex,y as

follows.

(a) If this is a new emergency event toy, y records this event and setsex,y to h + 1.

(b) Otherwise,y checks ifh + 1 < ex,y. If so,y changesex,y to h + 1.

If y is a normal sensor andz is a stair sensor,y will set ly = lz to preventy andz from

directing to each other in step 5 wheny has a larger altitude but a smaller level thanz.

2. This step is for sensors located in hazardous regions, where a sensory is said to be

located in the hazardous region formed byx if ex,y ≤ D. However, ify a stair sensor,

we consider it as in a hazardous region if its downstair sensor is in a hazardous region.

(a) For a normal sensory, if ex,y ≤ D, y setsly = lemg − 1 and sets

alty = max{alty, altemg ×
1

e2
x,y

+ altIy}. (1)

In our design, the weight of a sensor inside a hazardous region is increased by

an amount inversely proportionate to the square of its distance to the emergency

location. The valuealtIy is included so as to reflecty’s distance to its nearest exit.

Themax function is to take into account thaty may be located within multiple

hazardous regions and thus receive multipleEMGpackets from different sources,

in which case the largest altitude is adopted.

(b) For a stair sensory, y adjusts its weight by the following rules:
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i. If lIz > lIy andex,y ≤ D, y considers itself as in a hazardous region and sets

its ly = lemg − 1 and itsalty according to Eq. (1).

ii. If lIz = lIy andex,y ≤ D, y adjusts its altitude according to Eq. (1). However,

y setsly = lemg to prevent upstair sensors from directing to itself.

iii. If lIz < lIy andex,y − 1 ≤ D, y considers that it is located in a hazardous

region because its downstair sensor is located in a hazardous region. Theny

setsex,y = h, ly = (lemg − 1), andalty = altz.

3. Theny checks if it becomes local minimum. A normal sensory is a local minimum if

for each neighborx of y, altx > alty; a stair sensory is a local minimum if for each

neighborx of y, wx > wy, wherewx > wy if ( lx > ly) or (lx = ly andaltx > alty).

(a) If a normal sensory is a local minimum, it adjusts its altitude by

alty = STA(alt(ny)) ×
1

|ny|
+ min{altny

} + δ, (2)

whereny is the set of neighbors ofy, STA(alt(ny)) is the standard deviation

of the altitudes of sensors inny, andδ is a small constant. The basic idea of

using standard deviation is for quick response to emergencies. When altitudes of

sensors inny vary significantly, it is likely thaty is near a hazardous region. Then

it should increase its weight more quickly to avoid becominga local minimum

again. The constantδ is to guarantee convergency. Its value should be carefully

chosen because a largeδ may easily guide sensors to cross hazardous regions.

On the other hand, a smallδ may incur high message cost although it may help

find safer paths. The reciprocal of|ny| is to reflecty’s potential choices to select

escape directions. A sensor that has less choices will increase its weight faster

to get away from local minimum situation. These designs willspeed up the

convergence speed.

(b) If a stair sensory is a local minimum, it adjusts its weight based on its current

ly. Specifically, a stair sensor can guide people to go upstairs, downstairs, or go
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through other floor gateways on the same floor. In our design, astair sensor will

set its initial direction to downstairs. If there is no proper way in its downstairs,

it will try other floor gateways on the same floor or stair sensors to upstairs. Roof

gateways are only used when there are no way to go downstairs.For stair sensors

that are not connected to the roof, they will reverse their guidance directions

to downstairs, in which case people will be led to hazardous regions, which is

sometimes inevitable. To achieve these goals, the following steps are taken.

i. If ly = lIy, y setsly = lemg − 1 andalty by Eq. (2). In this case,y can direct

to its upstair sensor since it is potentially surrounded by hazards.

ii. If ly = lemg − 1, y setsly = lemg and judges if it has an upstair sensor.

A. If yes, y setsalty = −lIy. After this adjustment,y can direct to upstairs

if it has an upstair sensor. Recall that a roof gateway has a virtual sensor

with initial weight (lemg,−(I l
y + 1)). Hence, ify is a roof gateway, it

will guide people to the roof.

B. Otherwise,y setsalty by Eq. (2), in which casey will search for other

escaping ways on the same floor.

iii. For the case thatly = lemg and the level ofy’s upstair sensor islemg + 1,

which means thaty’s upstair is not a proper guiding direction.y performs

the follows.

A. If y is a stair gateway,y setsly = lemg and setsalty according to Eq. (2).

Such a setting will enforcey to find escaping paths on the same floor.

B. Otherwise,y setswy = (lemg + 1, lIy) to guide people to downstairs.

iv. For all other cases,y keeps its level unchanged and setsalty according to

Eq. (2) to find possible escaping paths on the same floor.

4. y broadcasts anEMG(seq, x, y, wy, ex,y) packet if : (i) this is a new emergency packet

heard byy, or (ii) sensory has changedwy or ex,y in the previous steps. Also, since

broadcast may suffer from loss,y will rebroadcast the sameEMGpacket periodically,
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Table 1: Summary of weights and their guidance directions for stair sensors. (↓ = ”go

downstairs”,↑ = ”go upstairs”, and↔ = ”go to a neighbor sensor on the same floor”)
sensor levelly upstair levellu downstair levelld description (direction)
lIy lIu don’t care y is trying downstairs first (↓)

lemg − 1 lId y’s upstair is located in a hazardous region (↓)
lemg − 1 lemg − 1 lemg − 1 y is located in a hazardous region (↔)

lemg lId or lemg − 1 y is located in a hazardous region (↓)
lIu don’t care y maybe surrounded by hazardous regions (↑)

lemg lemg − 1 lemg − 1 y is located in a hazardous region (↔)
lemg − 1 lemg y is close to an emergency (↑)
lemg lemg y has an upstair sensor (↑)
no upstairs lemg y has no upstair sensor (↔)
lemg + 1 don’t care y is a stair gateway (↔)

lemg + 1 lemg + 1 lemg or lemg + 1 y has no roof gateway (↓)

until it enters this step again and changes the content of theEMG.

5. Finally, sensory chooses its escape direction as follows. Ify is a normal sensor,y

directs to the neighbor with lowest altitude. Otherwise,y (as a stair sensor), directs to

the neighbor with the lowest weight.

We claim that each sensor can find a guidance direction in a finite number of steps if

sensors can successfully exchangeEMGpackets. A sensor becomes a local minimum when it

has no escape paths. Sinceδ is a positive constant, the protocol has a progress propertyin the

sense that the number of normal sensors which have no escape paths on a floor will reduce.

Local minimum stair sensors adjust weights according to their levels. Stair sensors normally

choose to go downstairs first. If this fails, they will try to find other floor gateways on the

same floor or go to upstairs. If this is still not possible, it will point to upstairs. However, if

the roof is not reachable, the stair sensors will reverse their directions to downstairs gradually

from the roof. This guarantees convergency of our protocol.Table 1 summarizes the means

of weights for stair sensors.
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4 Emergency Monitoring Scheme

4.1 Network Initialization

The purpose of network initialization is to construct a reliable spanning tree rooted at the

sink for reporting purpose. Periodically, sensors will send HELLO packets including their

IDs, parents, and hop counts to the sink. A communication link (u, v) is established only if

u receivesv’s HELLO includingu as its neighbor and theHELLO’s signal quality is above a

threshold. Each sensor will maintain a neighbor table basedon this rule. Note that the signal

quality should be the average of several packets. This design is to take the unreliability

problem in most short-distance radio systems into consideration. A node first selects a set of

neighbors with the smallest hop count to the sink and then chooses a neighbor with the best

signal quality as its parent. So a minimum spanning tree willbe dynamically maintained in

Gc.

4.2 Tree Reconstruction Protocol

In the following, we introduce a tree reconstruction protocol to support emergency moni-

toring. Emergencies are usually accompanied by damage to communication links, so this

protocol is triggered when the reporting tree inGc is broken.

The protocol works in a distributed manner. When a sensorx loses its parent by receiv-

ing aHELLOwith a largerhop countthan its current record or an emergency announcement

EMG (refer to Section 3) from its parent,x setsNO PARENT = trueand executes the fol-

lowing steps:

1. Check its neighbor table to find another sensor, sayy, with a hop count smaller than

or equal to that of its original parent.

(a) If y exists,x setsy as its parent. If multiple candidates exist, the one with the

best signal quality is chosen. Then, go to step 2.
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(b) Otherwise,x deletes all its children in its neighbor table. Ifx’s neighbor table is

still non-empty, it chooses a neighbor with the smallest hopcount as its parent

and goes to step 2. Otherwise, it goes to step 3.

2. Broadcast aHELLOpacket with its newhop countandparent, setsNO PARENT=false,

and ends the procedure.

3. Set its hop count to infinity and broadcasts aHELLO packet withhop count= ∞.

Thenx waits forHELLOpackets. AnyHELLOwith a finitehop countwill causex to

choose the sender as its parent. Then go back to step 2.

The above reconstruction protocol is for quick recovery by avoiding cycles. Step 1(a)

is to choose a new parent with at least the same hop count as itsoriginal one. Step 1(b)

is to find a new parent in other subtrees. Both steps are to guarantee that no internal loops

are formed. When there are multiple emergencies, two sensorsmay set each other as their

parents. This can be resolved when an up-to-dateHELLO is received. AlthoughHELLO

packets may suffer from loss, up-to-dateHELLOs will remove temporary cycles.

5 Simulation Results

The simulation results presented below is based on running an unslotted CSMA/CA protocol

following the IEEE 802.15.4 [15] in each node with a PHY rate of 250 kbps. We first

consider a network deployed in a 3-store building where eachfloor is a 7x7 grid network

and is connected by one or two stairs. Each normal sensor has guidance neighbors on its

east, west, north, and south sides, and each stair sensor hastwo addition neighbors upstairs

and downstairs. The default ofaltemg, lemg, δ, andD are 100, 200, 0.3, and 2, respectively.

Fig. 4 compares the guidance results of our algorithm with the one in [19]. In Fig. 4(a),

sensors the near left corner exit at the ground floor detect anemergency. The scheme in

[19] will pull some stair sensors on top of the emergency location to go downstairs, while

ours will lead people away from such stairs. Fig. 4(b) illustrates another case where sensors
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Figure 4: Comparison of escaping paths, convergence time, and message overhead against

[19].

nearby the stairs on the second floor detect an emergency. Again, because shorter paths

are preferred, the algorithm in [19] will guide some people to pass the hazardous region.

Besides providing safer escape paths, our scheme also outperforms [19] in packet exchange

count and convergence time.

Next, we show more guidance results of our scheme under otherscenarios. Fig. 5(a)

shows a case where some emergencies occur near the center of second floor and how sensors

on the second floor guide people to avoid hazardous regions. Fig. 5(b) simulates a building

with no roof stair and only one stairs. Emergency events are detected nearby the stair on

fourth floor. Since the stair sensor on fourth floor realizes that there is no rooftop, it sets

its level tolemg + 1 so as to guide people to downstairs. Fig. 5(c) is a case with roof stairs.

As there are emergencies nearby the two stair sensors on the third floor, stair sensors on

fourth floor adjust their weights until their altitudes become larger thanaltemg/D
2. After

this adjustment, these stair sensors will direct people to roof stairs since there is no safer

path to the ground. Fig. 5(d)(e)(f) simulate our algorithm in different shapes of buildings.
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Figure 5: Some guidance results in 4-store buildings.
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In Fig. 5, the convergence time and packet counts are obtained by assuming both no

packet lose and a 10% packet loss. The convergence time is measured by the last sensor

changing its guidance direction and the packet count is alsomeasured up to the convergence

time. The loss ofEMG packets may lead to much larger convergence time. This is because

EMG packets are broadcasted every 0.5 seconds, which is relatively longer than the conver-

gence time when there is no packet loss. However, once converged, the guidance results are

all the same under these simulated scenarios.

Next, we compare our emergency monitoring scheme against DD[16] and PEQ [8]. We

consider a grid sensing field ranging from4m × 4m to 24m × 24m. In each1m × 1m grid,

we deploy a sensor at a random location. Sensors’ transmission distance ranges from 2 to

3 m. A sink is placed at the upper left corner of the network. We randomly generate 20%

sensors as emergency nodes so as to trigger our tree reconstruction protocol, and observe

the convergence time, number of packet exchanges, and number of temporary cycles. Each

result is the average of 100 simulations. Assuming perfect channels, Fig. 6(a) compares the

convergence time of different schemes. In all cases, our scheme performs better than DD and

PEQ. In PEQ, it takes long for a child of a failed node to broadcast SEARCH and to wait for

responses to determine a new path. In DD, its negative reinforcements may go several hops

to arrive at the children of failed nodes, thus causing long latency. Fig. 6(b) compares that the

communication costs required to reach convergence. Fig. 7(a) shows the rates that temporary

cycles are generated during our simulations under perfect channels. PEQ may cause cycles

when sensors simultaneously change routes and DD may easilycause cycles when sensors

select new parents from their interest data caches regardless of their hop counts to the sink.

Our scheme causes no temporary cycles. Fig. 7(b) shows our simulation results by assuming

10% of packet loss. Note that whenHELLO packets may be lost, our scheme may cause

temporary cycles.
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Figure 6: Comparisons of (a) convergence time and (b) communication cost under perfect

channels.
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Exit (Normal time) First event 

(Emergency time) 

Second event 

(Emergency time) 

Figure 8: Current prototype of our emergency guiding system.Each LED board is controlled

by a MICAz mote.

6 Conclusions

We have proposed an emergency guiding and an emergency monitoring services for indoor

3D environments. Our tree reconstruction protocol can reduce the occurrence of temporary

cycles and can shorten the convergence time. Our emergency guidance scheme can quickly

converge and find safe guidance paths to exits when emergencies occur. Our simulation re-

sults verify that both our schemes outperform previous works. We are currently prototyping

our emergency guiding system on ”2D” plane using MICAz mote [3]. Fig. 8 shows our

current user interface.
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